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Abstract— Anticipating the future trajectories of surrounding
vehicles is a crucial and challenging task in path planning for
autonomy. We propose a novel Convolutional Long Short Term
Memory (Conv-LSTM) based neural network architecture to
predict the future positions of cars using several seconds of
historical driving observations. This consists of three modules:
1) Interaction Learning to capture the effect of surrounding
cars, 2) Temporal Learning to identify the dependency on past
movements and 3) Motion Learning to convert the extracted
features from these two modules into future positions. To
continuously achieve accurate prediction, we introduce a novel
feedback scheme where the current predicted positions of each
car are leveraged to update future motion, encapsulating the
effect of the surrounding cars. Experiments on two public
datasets demonstrate that the proposed methodology can match
or outperform the state-of-the-art methods for long-term tra-
jectory prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Self-drive vehicle technology has the potential to im-
prove safety, reduce congestion, improve fuel efficiency
and provide increased mobility [1]. Despite considerable
progress [2], significant technical improvements are needed
to achieve unrestricted level 5 operation [3]. The verifiable
interpretation of sensor data to predict the trajectories of
another vehicle is challenging because the future trajectory
is the outcome of a set of decisions made by a human
driver, subject to previous experience, training and external
factors. Such prediction is difficult as human behaviour is
very diverse.
Common tracking and predictive algorithms that use sim-
ple kinematic models, e.g. Kalman [4] or particle filters
[5], do not encode either the interaction with other ve-
hicles or with road infrastructure, which is essential for
long term trajectory prediction. Although various interaction-
based models have been developed, such as the Modified
Social Force Model (MSFM) [6] and the n-body collision
avoidance scheme [7], modelling these interacting force
fields between individual agents in a realistic fashion is very
challenging. To avoid the development of complicated force-
based models, various learning-based approaches using, for
example, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [8], a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) [9] or artificial neural networks
(ANNs), have been proposed for both lane change prediction
on a highway [10] and turn prediction at a junction [11].
Recently, the trajectory prediction problem has been ad-
dressed as a sequence-to-sequence problem based on an
encoder-decoder architecture [12], [13], [14], [15], adding
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the surrounding cars in the input sequence to encode inter-
action. However, it is difficult to consider all the surround-
ing cars in the decoder as this is designed only to learn
future movement from the encoded features. Therefore, the
interaction predicted in the future horizon may not be fully
exploited.
To avoid this problem, in grid-based approaches a se-
quence of occupancy maps is provided to the model which
is trained to predict the future map sequence [15], [14]. Two
major problems with this approach are car association and
loss function design. First, associating each predicted car’s
position with its corresponding ground-truth position can be
difficult when there are multiple cars close to each other.
Therefore, the positions predicted by the network during
training may be wrongly assigned, leading to a wrongly
computed loss function. Second, the common loss function
used in these cases is the pixel to pixel between the predicted
and ground truth occupancy map which can be misguiding
in a scenario where more than one car is moving at the same
speed.
In this paper, a new Convolutional Long Short-Term
Memory (Conv-LSTM) architecture is proposed to address
these challenges. The behaviour prediction problem is for-
mulated as a sequence-input-single-output (SeqToOne) struc-
ture instead of a sequence-input-sequence-output (SeqToSeq)
model. Feedback is also introduced to incorporate other cars’
movements for the next prediction. The major contributions
are:
• We design a novel architecture including Conv-LSTM
[16] layers which captures spatial and temporal move-
ment simultaneously for future movement prediction,
since these two factors are highly co-dependent.
• To solve the vehicle association problem efficiently,
separate Occupancy Grid Maps (OGM) are generated
with respect to each target vehicle.
• To incorporate the social effect of surrounding vehi-
cles’ movement on a target vehicle’s future motion,
we propose a feedback mechanism to update the input
OGMs after each prediction using the current predicted
positions of all the surrounding cars.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Vehicle Trajectory Representation
A vehicle trajectory is represented as a sequence of
points, and each is associated with a unique time instance
[(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ......, (xn, yn)] where n is the length of the
sequence and (xn, yn) is the co-ordinate position at time n.
Fig. 1: Generated occupancy grid map from the traffic scene
with respect to a specific target car.
For N vehicles in a scene, their trajectories T is represented
as a 2D matrix below, where the ith row holds the trajectory
of the ith vehicle:
T =
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Our goal is to predict the future trajectory Tpred of all
vehicles for the next F time instances given T . Tpred can be
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B. Spatio-Temporal Scene Representation Using OGM
Generally, within an Occupancy Grid Map (OGM), each
cell value indicates the probability that cell is occupied. In
our case, since the positions and trajectory information T
are labelled manually we considered a binary cell which
means that cells are either occupied (‘1’) or vacant (‘0’) as
shown in Fig. 1. Thus a single OGM will hold the spatial
relationship between the target and surrounding cars and a
sequence of these OGMs will hold the temporal information.
The joint spatio-temporal features can be represented as a
3D matrix O ∈ R(R×C×K) ∀R,C,K > 0 where R, C are
the number of rows, columns of each OGM and K is the
number of frames within the observation sequence. Separate
observation sequences are created for each vehicle in the
scene considering that particular vehicle as target vehicle.
Oct−K,t ∀ c = 1, 2, ..., N denotes a sample observation se-
quence created with position information from t − K to t
considering c as the target vehicle, where t is the current
time instance. The origin of each observation sequence will
be the position of the target vehicle at time t. To keep the
target car and surrounding cars separate in each OGM we
use two separate channels, where channel one and two keep
the target car and surrounding car information respectively.
III. CONV-LSTM BASED FUTURE TRAJECTORY
PREDICTION
Recurrent neural networks are designed for sequential
problems, specifically when dealing with temporal infor-
mation. However vanilla RNN [17] and LSTM [18], [19]
networks are incapable of using both the temporal and
Fig. 2: Conv-LSTM Cell structure.
Fig. 3: Proposed Conv-LSTM based architecture.
spatial information simultaneously. To address this problem
we propose a Conv-LSTM deep network architecture [16].
As shown in Fig. 2, a Conv-LSTM layer works in a similar
fashion to that of a Vanilla-LSTM (V-LSTM) except the inner
representations and input are both two-dimensional (provided
the input image is a single channel). This enables the model
to capture both temporal and spatial correlations at the same
time. This layer can be further formulated as,
it = σ(Woi ∗Ot +Whi ∗ ht−1 + bi) (1)
ft = σ(Wof ∗Ot +Whf ∗ ht−1 + bf ) (2)
yt = σ(Woy ∗Ot +Why ∗ ht−1 + by) (3)
ht = yt ◦ tanh(Ct) (4)
Ct = ft◦Ct−1+it ◦ tanh(Woc ∗Ot+Whc ∗ ht−1+bc) (5)
where Woi, Wof , Woy and Woc are input weights, Whi,
Whf , Why , Whc are previous state weights, bi, bf , by, bc are
biases and ∗ denotes convolution.
A. Proposed Network Architecture
The proposed network architecture consists of three mod-
ules, Interaction Learning, Temporal Learning and Motion
Learning. It is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4: Proposed feedback prediction scheme. The vehicle position table (left, blue) holds the historical position in the last
K frames for each car in the scene. The orange OGM Generator block is responsible for N observation sequence generation
considering each vehicle as the target vehicle once. The N violet Prediction blocks predict the position (xt+1, yt+1) in the
next frame. Finally, the predicted positions are stored (the last red box) and fed back to the position information table (first
blue table) to update the current scene simultaneously.
1) Interaction Learning: The Interaction Learning mod-
ule learns the dependency between the movement of target
vehicle c and its surrounding vehicles. It takes Oct−K,t as
input. As shown in Fig. 3, this part has three “ConvLSTM
Blocks”, each of which is composed of a 2D Conv-LSTM
layer followed by MaxPooling and BatchNormalization lay-
ers. The kernel dimensions in the three different Conv-LSTM
layers are (3,3), (5,5) and (7,7). We choose a small dimension
in the first layer to successfully extract the relative car
positions. In the following two layers, we use two different
kernel dimensions to separate the dependency of near and
distant cars on the target car’s future movement. To maintain
the OGM dimension, the same padding is employed. The
filter counts for the three Conv-LSTM layers from the
beginning are 2, 4 and 8, respectively, with LeakyReLU as
the activation function to avoid neuron death.
2) Temporal Learning: Recent frames within the histor-
ical observation sequence are more informative than older
frames for future motion estimation. To capture this varied
contribution of individual frames, we maintain a set of fully
connected layers for temporal instances. Extracted features
from each temporal Conv-LSTM slice are fed directly to the
fully connected layers. The sizes of the layers in this module
are 128→ 64→ 32→ 16 with LeakyReLU as the activation
function.
3) Motion Learning: The last part of the model is re-
sponsible for motion learning based on the extracted features
from the previous two parts. All the temporal slices were
concatenated with the extracted state from the Conv-LSTM
layers and fed through fully connected layers to learn the
correlation between previously extracted features and future
movement in the next frame. The sizes of the layers are
128 → 64 → 32 → 16 → 8 → 2 with LeakyReLU as
the activation function. The output of the network is the 2D
position of the target car in the next frame.
B. Feedback Based Prediction Technique
As mentioned earlier, the model is trained with the last K
OGM frames as input and the position of target car in the
next frame as output. To update the positions of the target
and surrounding vehicles in the observation sequence after
each instance prediction, a feedback based scheme shown in
Fig. 4 is introduced.
The first part is the vehicle past position table of shape
(N ,K) which holds the positions of each car for the previous
frames from t−K to t from trajectories T . Whenever there
is a “birth” or the appearance of a new car in the scene,
it appends its location at the end of the table. Similarly
whenever there is a “death” or a car goes out of the scene, the
row associated with that car is removed. This vehicle position
table is then passed to the OGM Generator block which
creates N observation sequences considering each vehicle
as a target vehicle once. Each observation sequence is then
passed through the pre-trained model to predict the next
position (xt+1, yt+1) at t + 1. Once all the vehicle’s future
positions are predicted, they are concatenated to represent the
full set prediction at t+1. This updates the vehicle position
table by replacing the oldest frame. After the first prediction
the vehicle position table holds position information from
t − K + 1 to t + 1 for each vehicle. Once new positions
are appended to the vehicle position table, their OGMs are
generated through the OGM generator block. Similarly, after
the second prediction, the position table has the observation
from t − K + 2 to t + 2. The process is repeated until it
reaches the maximum prediction horizon F .
During future movement prediction of one particular vehi-
cle at t+f , ∀f = 2, 3, ..., F where f is the current prediction
instance, the predicted positions of all the other cars between
t + 1 and t + f − 1 are also considered in the observation
sequence. Hence, this feedback updates the input sequence
repeatedly to incorporate potential future social interaction
of other cars more effectively.
(a) US-101 Highway (b) I-80 Highway
Fig. 5: NGSIM Train and Test scenario. Each sub figure con-
sists of satellite view of the observation area and schematic
diagram with lane counts.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We now discuss data formatting, training, and validation
on the publicly available datasets used to validate our model.
A. Datasets
1) NGSIM Dataset: To establish the universality of the
proposed model we used the Next Generation Simulation
(NGSIM) US-101 [20] and I-80 [21] data collected and
published by the US Federal Highway Administration. US-
101 covers a 640 meters (2,100 feet) long, 5 lane wide
(3.66m or 12ft each) section on Hollywood Freeway in Los
Angeles (see Fig. 5(a)) and I-80 covers a 503 meters (1,650
feet) long, 6 lane wide (3.66m or 12ft each) section on I-
80 freeway in Emeryville, California (see Fig. 5(b)). These
separate scenarios allow us to train and test the model on
two completely different datasets. Each consists of more
than 5000 trajectories of real traffic captured at 10Hz for
45 minutes with three different traffic conditions, i.e. mild,
moderate and congested. Each data point in the trajectory
information includes lateral and longitudinal position, instan-
taneous speed, acceleration, vehicle length, width and vehicle
type. The lateral and longitudinal positions are predicted with
respect to the local coordinate system.
2) High-D Dataset: To evaluate the model performance
further, the trained models are tested on a different dataset,
High-D [22]. High-D is a naturalistic vehicle trajectory
dataset including more than 110500 vehicles collected on 6
different highways with different lane numbers and speed
limits using an unmanned aerial vehicle. State-of-the-art
computer vision algorithms were used to detect and local-
ize each vehicle. The generated trajectories were further
smoothed using Bayesian smoothing. The information as-
sociated with each trajectory is similar to NGSIM dataset.
B. Data Formatting
The pixel dimensions of the OGM considered in our
work are 1024 rows in the longitudinal and 128 columns
in the lateral direction with 3 (K = 30 frames) and 5
(F = 50 frames) seconds as the observation and prediction
time windows, respectively. The physical dimensions of the
grid map are 600 feet (∼180 m) by 100 feet (∼30 m).
In these datasets, the highest vehicle velocity recorded is
roughly 75 feet/sec. In the lateral direction, a 100 feet wide
Fig. 6: Sliding window sampling scheme for training the
network. The blue and the red are the target vehicle and
surrounding vehicles respectively. Multiple copies of the
same vehicle id indicates different time instances.
grid map allows us to accommodate the adjacent lanes along
with the target car’s ego-lane with some extra margin on both
sides.
C. Sampling the Sequence
A sliding window is used to generate sequence samples
which can be used for the SeqToOne architecture. Consider
generating samples for one specific target vehicle (the blue
vehicle in Fig. 6) with surrounding vehicles 1,2 and 3 (the
red cars in Fig. 6). To generate the first sample (Sample1) of
the observation sequence associated with the target vehicle,
it uses its historical position information from t0 to t29 (for
K = 30 frames) with the corresponding surrounding cars in
the same co-ordinate frame considering the target vehicle’s
position at t29 as origin. The target car’s position at t30 in the
same co-ordinate frame will be the ground truth output. For
the next sample (Sample2), for the same target vehicle we
move the time window one unit forward, which means the
observation sequence will be generated based on the target
vehicle’s position from t1 to t30 considering the position at
t30 as the origin and the position at t31 as the output. Using
the same time window shift approach, the rest of the samples
can be generated.
D. Training
The Conv-LSTM models are trained by minimizing the
Euclidean distance between the predicted and the ground
truth position over all the samples:
L =
√
(xtrue − xpred)2 + (ytrue − ypred)2 (6)
where L is the computed loss, xtrue and ytrue are the ground
truth, and xpred and ypred are the predicted lateral and
longitudinal positions, respectively.
We trained the model using the RMSprop optimizer [23]
as this works better for recurrent models. The step decay
learning rate starts from 0.01 and reduces by 30 percent after
each 5 epochs. The model is implemented in Keras [24] with
the TensorFlow backend.
V. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Compared Models
We compare several existing models (defined below) with
our proposed model, either recoding (CV,V-LSTM), down-
loading public code (CS-LSTM), or using published results
(D-LSTM).
• Constant Velocity (CV): In the constant velocity (CV)
model, we use the instantaneous velocity of the target
TABLE I: RMSE comparison on NGSIM dataset [20] between CV, V-LSTM, Dual-LSTM, CS-LSTM and the proposed
technique at different time horizons. The Dual-LSTM results are from the original paper [25] as the code or model is not
publically available.
Prediction Horizon ( meter)
Model 1 s 2 s 3 s 4 s 5 s 6 s 7 s 8 s 9 s 10 s
CV 0.74 2.05 3.72 5.65 7.62 9.64 11.75 13.98 16.28 18.47
V-LSTM 0.81 1.78 2.85 4.06 5.39 6.84 8.38 10.05 11.85 13.77
Dual-LSTM [25] 0.47 1.39 2.57 4.04 5.77 – – – – –
CS-LSTM [13] 0.58 1.26 2.11 3.18 4.53 6.21 8.42 11.12 14.20 17.90
Proposed 0.80 1.67 2.39 3.23 4.50 5.66 6.92 8.43 9.73 11.40
Fig. 7: The RMSE comparison of CV, V-LSTM, Dual-
LSTM [25], CS-LSTM [13] and the proposed method on
4000 sequences selected from NGSIM US-101 [20] dataset.
This figure shows their average mean squared errors for the
prediction time horizon from 1s to 10s.
car to calculate the succeeding longitudinal and lateral
positions.
• Vanilla-LSTM (V-LSTM): In the V-LSTM model we
use only the target car’s past trajectory to predict the
future trajectory without using any information about
the surrounding cars. To ensure fair comparison, we
train this model as SeqToOne and use the proposed
feedback scheme to predict the whole future sequence.
The reason we compare our model with V-LSTM is to
understand whether our proposed technique can capture
and benefit from other surrounding cars’ information to
make the long term prediction more accurate.
• Dual-LSTM (D-LSTM): A two-stage LSTM based
network is proposed in [25] by Long et al. The proposed
method feeds the input trajectory sequence to the first
LSTM block to recognize the driver intention as an
intermediate step. The second LSTM block receives
the recognized driver intention to estimate the future
trajectory. Since the code is not available and the model
is tested on the same dataset we considered the results
provided in the paper.
• Convolutional Social Pooling-LSTM (CS-LSTM):
This incorporates a maneuver based (Left Lane Change,
Right Lane Change or Follow Road) motion model to
generate a multi-modal predictive distribution [13].
B. Performance Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
A comparison of performance of all algorithms over 4000
test sequences randomly selected from the NGSIM dataset
(a) NGSIM [20] (b) High-D [22]
Fig. 8: The RMSE on NGSIM [20] and HighD [22]
datasets with two different activation functions (ReLU and
LeakyReLU) for Conv-LSTM layers. For each evaluation
metric, we plot its average for the prediction time horizon
from 1s to 5s.
[20] is shown in Fig. 7. As a performance metric, we
computed the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) between
the predicted and ground-truth positions for a future horizon
of 1 to 10 seconds for all the traffic participants (Cars and
HGV). It can be seen that the naive CV model produces the
highest prediction error due to the absence of any temporal
or interaction information. Using V-LSTM, we also employ
the past trajectory, which makes future motion estimation
(velocity and acceleration) more accurate and so outperforms
the basic CV model. Our proposed model that includes
the information on surrounding cars for the whole future
prediction horizon outperforms both CV and V-LSTM; this
suggests that the surrounding cars’ relative motion plays a
crucial role in future trajectory prediction.
The performance of Dual-LSTM is better than both the CV
and V-LSTM models during the short term horizon due to the
presence of the intermediate intention recognition step, but
it is still not as good as CS-LSTM or our proposed method
due to the missing surrounding cars’ information. CS-LSTM
(with maneuver information) and our proposed technique
(without maneuver information) perform almost similarly
during the short term future horizon. Achieving similar per-
formance without maneuver class information (Lane Change,
Follow Road) does save the effort and necessity of labeling
each trajectory sequence during the training process. In addi-
tion, since our proposed method also considers the predicted
positions of all other surrounding vehicles in the scene to
update the OGM frames, this leads to smaller errors during
the long term prediction horizon, compared to the state-of-
the-art CS-LSTM method. The RMSE of each method at
different time horizons is shown in Table I.
(a) Successful left lane change prediction on NGSIM dataset (b) Successful left lane change prediction on High-D dataset
(c) Wrongly anticipated right lane change on High-D dataset (d) Missed pulling back to right lane after overtake on High-D dataset
Fig. 9: Case studies of the prediction results by the proposed method. The predicted and ground truth trajectories are drawn
in dashed Red and solid Green lines respectively. Black dashed lines are the lane markings where Lane 1 is the left most
lane. For each vehicle, we plot its future 5s trajectory.
TABLE II: RMSE comparison on two different datasets
(NGSIM and HighD) with two different activation functions
(ReLU and Leaky-ReLU) for the Conv-LSTM layers at 5
different time horizons
Prediction Horizon
Dataset Activation 1 s 2 s 3 s 4 s 5 s
NGSIM ReLU 0.76 1.66 2.59 3.77 4.92
NGSIM Leaky-ReLU 0.87 1.76 2.58 3.34 4.14
High-D ReLU 0.74 1.57 2.44 3.39 4.30
High-D Leaky ReLU 0.87 1.55 2.20 2.88 3.59
We use two different activation functions, ReLU and
Leaky-ReLU, for the first three Conv-LSTM layers to iden-
tify the contribution of activation functions to model per-
formance. The comparisons of these two settings on two
different datasets, NGSIM and High-D, are shown in Fig.
8(a) and Fig. 8(b), respectively. The performance with the
Leaky-ReLU activation function is better than normal ReLU
on both datasets. Moreover, due to the better variety and
more naturalistic trajectories, the overall performance on the
High-D is better than the NGSIM dataset. The RMSEs of
each setting on each dataset, at different time horizons, are
shown in Table II.
C. Case Studies
The distribution of different maneuvers in most recent
datasets is heavily biased towards follow road sequences
or in other words an absence of frequent lane changes.
To address this problem we further illustrate our results by
showing the predicted trajectories (see Fig. 9) in four highly
interactive scenes with a potential lane change. Fig. 9(a)
shows that target vehicle 239 is preceded by a relatively
slow-moving vehicle 237 within the same lane and the right
adjacent lane is occupied with HGV 233. In this scenario,
ideal driving behaviour would be to perform a left lane
change to overtake the slow preceding vehicle provided a
sufficient gap is available in the left lane which is indeed the
case. Another similar scenario in the High-D dataset with
a high chance of lane change is shown in Fig. 9(b) where
vehicle 281 is preceded by a slow-moving vehicle 279, the
right lane is occupied by another vehicle 280, and the left
lane is available. In both these cases the model successfully
predicted a left lane change trajectory.
Within the US driving code, the overtake maneuver should
only be performed using the left vacant lane; in the case
when the left lane is occupied the driver should wait until it
is clear. In addition, once the overtake maneuver is completed
the vehicle should cut back in to the rightmost vacant lane.
Contradictory trajectories, overtaking using the right lane
and not pulling back into the right lane after successful
overtaking, are shown in Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) respectively.
Fig. 9(c) shows the violation of the first code, where vehicle
469’s ego lane and both the left lanes are congested. Due to
the availability of a significant gap in the rightmost lane, our
model predicted a dangerous accelerated right lane trajectory
as opposed to the decelerated left lane change ground truth
trajectory. Fig. 9(d) shows the violation of the second code,
where vehicle 65’s ego lane is empty and there is no need for
an immediate lane change in terms of lane congestion. Our
model predicted a follow lane trajectory as opposed to the
right lane change (ground truth) trajectory, pulling back into
the rightmost vacant lane. We think the reason behind these
violations is missing traffic code information in the model.
In future, we will consider adding rule-based layers in our
model to handle these types of case.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a novel Conv-LSTM based archi-
tecture and an interactive feedback based prediction scheme
to forecast the future trajectory of traffic participants from the
current scene. Several experiments show that our proposed
method can achieve comparable prediction accuracy with the
state-of-the-art models during the long term prediction hori-
zon, even without using maneuver information. Further work
will be carried out to remove that underlying accumulated
error to make the prediction more accurate and investigate
how to benefit from driving code rules and road topology.
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